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Reﬂections on Reading: Chris Bradford

READING is…
R – Rewarding, Restorative and Remarkable. A chance to…
E – Explore new worlds, Enrich people’s experiences,
Educate children in life, and Enthuse young readers with
Enchanting and Exciting stories that are…
A – Action-packed, Awesome or Accomplish an emotional
connection. The ability to gain an Aptitude for spelling,
writing or learning new words are just a few of the
numerous beneﬁts that reading…
D – Develops in young people. As they are Dazzled
and Delighted by an author’s story, they Discover new
concepts, opinions, emotions and thoughts. They learn to
Dream. For…
I - Imagination is the key not only to storytelling but to
creativity and Intellectual development in all walks of
life. Being Inventive or having an Idea can help a person
overcome a problem, ﬁnd a solution to an argument or
maybe even write a…
N - Novel for themselves and inspire a whole New
generation. So that’s why it’s so important to Nurture a
love of reading in children. To make the act of picking up a
book as Natural as breathing. So if you have a…
G - Genuine desire to Get kids reading for pleasure, Give
someone you love or respect a book today. Go out and
READ - Read, Enjoy And Discover!
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View the full report at :www.whatkidsarereading.co.uk

Chris Bradford is the bestselling author of
the Young Samurai, Ninja and Bodyguard
Series and is renowned for his inspiring
author events and ‘method writing’ style.
To discover more about Chris or to book
an author visit: www.chrisbradford.co.uk
“Imagination is the key not only to
storytelling but to creativity and
intellectual development in all walks
of life. Being inventive or having an
idea can help a person overcome
a problem, find a solution to an
argument or maybe even write a...”

